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Synopsis Certain complement clauses are often claimed to be headed by a phonologically null C 
(see An 2007, Bošković and Lasnik 2003, Kishimoto 2006, Pesetsky 1991, Saito 1986, and 
Stowell 1981 a.o.). This paper provides a new case for the existence of a null C and argues that 
some complements of the verb si/su ‘make’ are headed by a null C. In particular, it is argued that 
some instances of complements apparently headed by the ku-form adjectives, which are often 
assumed to be bare/non-finite adjectives (cf. Kikuchi and Takahashi 1991, Takezawa 1987), in 
fact involve a null C. This proposal captures the restricted distribution of the complements.  
Observation In (1) the major (non-thematic) subject kono teeburu ‘this tabel’ gets nominative 
Case and the NP kono teeburu ‘this table’, which is the object of embedded predicate hazime 
‘begin’, gets accusative Case. The matrix predicate can either be the potential suffix -rare ‘can’ 
(Saito 1982) or the tough-adjective yasu ‘easy’ (Inoue 1978, Kuroda 1986). When we embed 
each sentence as a complement of si ‘make’, the potential construction is followed by the 
complmentizer yooni (cf. Uchibori 2000) and the tough-adjective becomes the ku-form (cf. Tada 
1992) (cf.(2)). Significantly, the two complements differ with respect to their distribution: while 
the complement headed by yooni can be scrambled to the sentence-initial position (cf.(3)), the 
one headed by the ku-form tough-adjective cannot (cf.(4)). The contrast also holds for VP-
internal scrambling: the complement headed by yooni can precede the adverb isoide ‘hastly’ 
(cf.(5)), but the one headed by the ku-form tough adjective cannot (cf.(6)) (cf. Fukumitsu 2001). 
Analysis The observation is explained by the presence of a null C that follows the ku-form tough 
adjective. The distribution of null C complements is severely restricted and, roughly speaking, a 
null C is required to be “adjacent” to a verb, while the requirement does not hold for an overt C 
(see An 2007, Bošković and Lasnik 2003, and Pesetsky 1991, a.o, for theoretical explanations). 
While a null C is allowed when a complement CP is in the complement position (cf. (7a)), which 
satisfies the adjacency requirement, a null C is disallowed when the complement is not in the 
complement position (cf. (7b)) because the adjacency between the verb and the null C does not 
hold. An overt C that is thus required in (7b). I propose to assimilate the contrast between (3) and 
(5), on one hand, and (4) and (6), on the other hand, to the contrast between (7a) and (7b), 
respectively. Although it is often assumed that ku-form of adjectives is a non-finite/bare form (cf. 
Kikuchi and Takahashi 1991, Takezawa 1987), I propose that a null C follows the ku-form tough 
adjectives (cf.(8)). The contrast between the two types of complements observed above is now 
reduced to the presence or absence of an overt C. As the scrambled complements in (3) and (5) 
are headed by an overt C, (3) and (5) are grammatical just like (7a), in which the dislocated CP is 
headed by an overt C. On the other hand, as the complements in (4) and (6) are headed by a null 
C, which needs to be adjacent to the verb, (4) and (6) are ungrammatical just like (7a): the 
adjacency does not hold between the null C and the verb (cf. (9)).  
Further Evidence 1: Right Node Raising The existence of a null C is further confirmed by 
Right Node Raising (RNR). Saito (1986) observes that in the Kansai dialect of Japanese, which 
allows a null C complement (cf.(10)), null C complements cannot be coordinated under RNR and 
both conjoined CPs must have an overt C in (cf. (11)). The null C in the first conjunct is not 
adjacent to the verb and the null C in the second conjunct is not adjacent to the verb due to an 
intonational break after the second conjunct (cf. An 2007, Bošković and Lasnik 2003, Sato 2010). 
The current analysis then predicts that the ku-form complement cannot be coordinated under 
RNR. While the CP headed by yooni can be coordinated under RNR (cf.(12)), the ku-form 
complement cannot (cf.(13)), which bears out the prediction.  
Further Evidence 2: Distribution of Adverbs The current analysis also predicts that the ku-
form complement should have a status as an independent clause. (14a) shows that the 
complement clause can contain the adverb asita ‘tomorrow’, whose Tense specification is 
incompatible with the matrix past tense. This suggests that the complement has its own tense 
specification, which is expected under the current analysis given that the complement is an 
independent clause (= CP). Furthermore, (14b) shows that scrambling of the adverb out of the 
complement is impossible, which is also expected given that scrambling of an adverb out of a CP 
is generally impossible (cf. Saito 1985).  
Further Evidence 3: Nominative Subject The current analysis furthermore predicts the 
availability of nominative Case within the complement (cf. Tada 1992) given that C selects 
T(ense). (15) shows that the ku-form complement can contain a nominative subject John. This 
fact receives an account if the ku-form complement is CP, which dominates TP. T then assigns 
nominative Case to the subject. Note that the nominative subject is predicted be disallowed if the 
ku-form complement under consideration does not have Tense as assumed by Tada (1992). 
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(1)    Kono teeburu-ga  sagyoo-o hazime-{rare-ru/hazime-yasu-i}. 
    this table-NOM  work-ACC  begin-{can-PRES/easy-PRES} 
    ‘It is possible to begin work on this table.’/‘This table is easy to begin work on.’ 
(2)    Mary-ga  [kono teeburu-o sagyoo-o hazime-{rare-ru yooni/yasuku}] si-ta.  

         Mary-NOM this  table-ACC work-ACC start-can-PRES C        easy make-PST  
   ‘Mary made it possible to start work on it./made this table easy to begin work on.’     
(3)   [kono  teeburu-o  sagyoo-o hazime-rare-ru yooni]i Mary-ga  ti si-ta.  

        this  table-ACC work-ACC start-can-PRES C  Mary-NOM  make-PST  
   ‘Mary made it possible to start work on this table.’ 
(4)   ?* [kono teeburu-o sagyoo-o hazime-yasuku]i Mary-ga   ti si-ta.  

    this  table-ACC work-ACC begin-easy  Mary-NOM   make-PST 
         ‘Mary made this table easy to begin work on.’ 
(5)   Mary-ga  [kono teeburu-o sagyoo-o hazime-rare-ru  yooni]i isoide ti  si-ta.  

        Mary-NOM this  table-ACC work-ACC start-can-PRES C     hastily   make-PST  
   ‘Mary hastily made it possible to start work on it.’ 
(6)   ?* Mary-ga   [kono teeburu-o  sagyoo-o hazime-yasuku]i isoide  ti si-ta.  

    Mary-NOM  this  table-ACC work-ACC begin-easy  hastily   make-PST 
      ‘Mary hastily made this table easy to begin work on.’ 
(7)   a. It was widely believed [CP that/(?) ∅c [TP he liked linguistics]]. (B and L 2003) 

  b. [CP that/*∅c [TP he liked linguistics]] was widely believed.  (B and L 2003)  
(8)    Mary-ga  [kono teeburu-o sagyoo-o hazime-yasuku ∅c]  si-ta.  

         Mary-NOM this  table-ACC work-ACC start-easy C     make-PST  
   ‘Mary made this table easy to begin work on.’   

(9)   ?* [kono teeburu-o  sagyoo-o hazime-yasuku ∅c]i Mary-ga   ti si-ta.  
    this   table-ACC work-ACC begin-easy   Mary-NOM   make-PST 

(10)    John-ga  [CP   Koobe-ni  ik-u  te/∅c]  yuu-ta. 
   John-NOM   Kobe-to  go-PRES  C   say-PST 
   ‘John said (that) he was going to Kobe.’   (Saito 1986) 
(11)    [John-ga Koobe-ni ik-u  te/*∅c],  soide  
   John-NOM  Kobe-to go-PRES C and 
   [Mary-ga Tookyoo-ni  i-ku te/*∅c] yuu-ta. 
   Mary-NOM  Tokyo-to  go-PRES  C say-PST (Saito 1986) 
   ‘John said that he was going to Kobe, and Mary said that she was going to Tokyo.’ 
(12)    Mary-ga kono teeburu-o kaitekini sagyoo-o  hazime-rare-ru  yooni, sosite  

       Mary-NOM this  table-ACC  comfortably work-ACC  start-can-PRES  C  and  
   John-ga  ano teeburu-o  kaitekini  benkyoo-o  hazime-rare-ru  yooni, si-ta. 
   John-NOM that table-ACC  comfortably study-ACC start-can-PRES  C  make-PST  

‘lit. Mary made it possible to begin work on this table comfortably and John made it 
possible to begin study on that table comfortably.’ 

(13)   ?* Mary-ga  kono teeburu-o  kaitekini  sagyoo-o hazime-yasuku ∅c, sosite 
   Mary-NOM  this  table-ACC comfortably work-ACC begin-easy C  and 
   John-ga ano teeburu-o  kaitekini benkyoo-o hazime-yasuku ∅c, si-ta. 
   John-NOM this  table-ACC comfortably  study-ACC begin-easy C     make-PST 

‘Mary made this table easy to begin work on comfortably and John made that table 
easy to begin study on comfortably. 

(14)  a.  Mary-ga   kono teeburu-o  asita sagyoo-o hazime-yasuku si-ta.      
   Mary-NOM this   table-ACC tomorrow work-ACC begin-easy     make-PST  
   ‘Mary made this table easy to begin work on tomorrow.’ 
 b. ?* Asitai Mary-ga  kono teeburu-o ti sagyoo-o hazime-yasuku si-ta.  
   tomorrow Mary-NOM this   table-ACC  work-ACC begin-easy make-PST  

(15)    Mary-ga   [kono heya-o  John-ga ne-yasuku  T[NOM]     ∅c] si-ta. 
    Mary-NOM  this  room-ACC John-NOM sleep-easy  make-PST  
   ‘Mary made this room easy for John to sleep in.’      
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